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Astroturf Against 522
All of the money for No on 522
came from the Grocery
Manufacturers Association and
five chemical and biotechnology
corporations: Monsanto, DuPont,
Dow, Bayer, and BASF. Oh, and a
few individuals. Out of over $22
million raised, five real
Washington state residents con-
tributed a whopping $600.
But that’s not what you might
think if you surfed onto the cam-
paign website.

There the group provides long
lists of farmers, ranchers, scien-
tists, organizations, farm groups,
and individuals who support its
position.This strategy is known
as astroturf, because it aims to
resemble an authentic grassroots
campaign, just as astroturf is
made to look like actual grass.

“The Largest Amount of
Money Ever Concealed 
in an Election”
Here’s a question, though:Who
are the Grocery Manufacturers of
America (GMA)? And why did
behemoths like Coca-Cola and
PepsiCo appear at first to stay
silent on 522, when they poured
millions into fighting Prop 37 in
California last year?

The No on 522 campaign suc-
ceeded in raising the largest
amount in Washington State his-
tory to fight a ballot initiative.
But GMA’s portion broke a
record of its own; it was “the
largest amount of money ever
concealed in an election,” accord-
ing to Washington State Attorney
General Bob Ferguson.
It turned out that Coca-Cola,
PepsiCo, Nestle, General Mills,

and all the rest of the largest
food companies in America
weighed in on the 522 fight after
all -- only this time, they tried to
do it secretly.

Last year, during the Prop 37 bat-
tle, these large food manufactur-
ers took a beating in the press
for their open opposition to
labeling the genetically engi-
neered ingredients in their prod-
ucts.This time around, they still
wanted to donate, but did not
want their reputations harmed
for doing so. They all donated to
a fund within GMA, and GMA, in
turn, gave the money to the fight
against 522.

All went well until a group called
Moms for Labeling sued to find
out GMA’s donors. The suit was
thrown out, and then
Washington’s Attorney General
filed his own suit.The story was
well-covered by public health
watchdog Michele Simon, who
explained  that the secret
fundraising actually broke the
law, and the tactic was specifical-
ly intended to “better shield indi-
vidual companies from attack.”

Grassroots for 522
The irony was that No on 522,
with its phony “grassroots” sup-
port and corporate mega-fund-
ing, overshadowed an actual
grassroots campaign.The $7.8
million raised by Yes on 522
came from 15,000 individual
donations.About 97 percent of
these contributions were under
$1,000 as of late October, and
even the donations above $1,000
came from a broad donor base of
150 different organizations,
farms, cooperatives, corporations,
and individuals.

Although a large share of the
funds raised came from out of
state, quite a bit came from
Washington.

For example, one of the largest
donors was PCC Natural Markets,
which gave $100,000. PCC is a
natural food cooperative with
49,000 members in the Greater
Seattle area.Another $160,000
came from the Washington-based
natural food company Nature’s
Path.

Scanning down the donor list,
one finds many entries like this:

•A Waterville,WA farmer gave
$5,000
•A Seattle musician gave 
$2,500
•An Oakville,WA farmer gave
$1,000
•A Port Townsend,WA homemak-
er gave $1,000
•A Mercer Island,WA retiree gave
$1,000

The Yes on 522 campaign was an
example of grassroots democracy
in action, and the 522 fight
showed how easily a handful of
wealthy corporations can tram-
ple on democracy.

Fortunately, thanks to successful
enforcement of Washington’s
laws, at least these companies
didn’t get to shield their reputa-
tions as well.

The well-funded battle may leave
some wondering why food com-
panies are so desperate to con-
ceal from consumers the ingredi-
ents they are putting in our food.

Effort to Stop Genetically Engineered Trees in the U.S. 
TAKES OFF!

BY ANNE PETERMANN 
Executive Director of Global Justice Ecology Project

Coordinator of the Campaign to STOP GE Trees
“We have no control over the
movement of insects, birds and
mammals, wind and rain that
carry pollen and seeds.
Genetically engineered trees,
with the potential to transfer
pollen for hundreds of miles car-
rying genes for traits including
insect resistance, herbicide resist-
ance, sterility and reduced lignin,
thus have the potential to wreak
ecological havoc throughout the
world's native forests.”
Dr. David Suzuki,
renowned geneticist

Gainesville, Florida
On Saturday, October 26th, mem-
bers of an organizing tour put on
by the Campaign to STOP
Genetically Engineered Trees
were thrown off of the
University of Florida campus and
threatened with arrest after their
event there was unexpectedly
cancelled. The tour, titled,“The
Growing Threat: Genetically
Engineered Trees and the Future
of Forests,” was scheduled to
present at U Florida on Monday
the 28th, but only days before,
the student organizing the event
was informed that the room he
had reserved had been cancelled.
The tour participants were given
several excuses for the cancella-
tion, and when they tried to gain
access to the building to ask
about moving to a different
room, they were confronted by
campus security, evicted and 

banned from the campus for
three years.

Tour organizers believe this over-
reaction was due to the fact that
in 2011, the University of Florida
School of Forest Resources and
Conservation and GE tree com-
pany ArborGen won a three-year,
$6.3 million grant from the US
Department of Energy to devel-
op GE Loblolly Pines for liquid
biofuel production. On another
Florida campus later in the
week, the student organizer of
the STOP GE trees event report-
ed that she was pulled aside by
the College Provost and warned
that the FBI had been in contact
about the inadvisability of host-
ing this tour.

But it is not only pines that are
being engineered to produce bio-
fuels, Duke Energy has funded
research into genetically engi-
neering American chestnut trees

to resist the blight that was intro-
duced into the U.S. in the early
1900s and by the 1950s had
killed off most of the four billion
American chestnut trees that
dominated eastern forests.

Duke Energy is interested in the
opportunities afforded by the
American chestnut for various
corporate greenwashing schemes
to promote false solutions to cli-
mate change. They plan to use
American chestnut trees to
“reclaim” former coal mining
sites, which will help them com-
ply with federal law while also
allowing them to use the carbon
stored by the trees as carbon off-
sets to avoid reducing their pol-
lution.They can also use the
starch-rich chestnuts from the
trees to manufacture ethanol.
American chestnuts are consid-
ered the equivalent of corn in
production per acre.
(Continued on pg.14)
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Unlike other GE trees, such as
poplar and pine, GE American
chestnuts are being designed
with the express intent of releas-
ing them into wild forests. And
in order for them to survive in a
forest setting, they must be
allowed to cross with native
American chestnuts. The
impacts of the uncontained and
uncontrollable contamination of
native forests with genetically
engineered American chestnuts
are not being independently
studied. The USDA is relying on
“The fox to guard the henhouse,”
and gave half a million dollars to
GE chestnut researchers at ESF
to evaluate the environmental
impacts of the GE American
chestnuts.

At the American Chestnut
Foundation annual meeting in
Washington, DC in October, lead
researcher William Powell stated
that he hopes to “get these
things out there as quick as pos-
sible,” a position hardly compati-
ble with a thorough evaluation
of their impacts. If ultimately
approved for unregulated release
into the environment, GE
American chestnuts will open
the door for approval of other
genetically engineered versions
of native trees including poplars
and pines, that also threaten to
irreversibly contaminate native
forests with potentially devastat-
ing unnatural traits such as every
cell of the tree containing a pes-
ticide.

Over all, the year 2013 has seen a
major surge in activity around GE
trees. Beginning in February the
USDA announced they were tak-
ing public comments on a peti-

tion by ArborGen requesting per-
mission to commercially release
their freeze tolerant eucalyptus
trees, which could then be plant-
ed by the hundreds of millions
across seven U.S. Southern states
(from South Carolina to Texas),
far outside of their natural range.

Eucalyptus trees, native to
Australia, are classified as invasive
in Florida, California and Hawaii.
They are also known to be high-
ly flammable. Non-native eucalyp-
tus trees fueled the 1991
Oakland firestorm that burned
thousands of homes and killed
25 people. These traits have led
GE eucalyptus trees to be nick-
named ‘flammable kudzu’ and
‘living firecrackers.’

Even the U.S. Forest Service has
reported concerns that GE euca-
lyptus trees planted in the U.S.
South would use twice the water
of native forests in the same
region. In South Africa and Chile
eucalyptus plantations are
known for drying up ground
water and causing or worsening
droughts and displacing local
populations.

Enabling them to grow in colder
climates will spread these disas-
trous traits to new bioregions,
not just in the U.S., but globally.

For these and other reasons,
when the USDA released
ArborGen’s petition for public
comment in February, Global
Justice Ecology Project joined
forces with the Center for Food
Safety, Center for Biological
Diversity, Dogwood Alliance and
others to solicit as many public
comments as possible.

Ultimately, the 60 day comment
period saw over 37,000 com-
ments submitted opposing
ArborGen’s request to commer-
cialize GE eucalyptus trees, ver-
sus only 4 comments in favor--
a ratio of nearly 10,000 to one.

One month after the comment
period ended, the International
Union of Forest Research
Organizations held its Tree
Biotechnology 2013 conference
in Asheville, NC. This event
became a major focal point for
opposition to this potentially dis-
astrous technology.

From the May 26th to June 1st,
hundreds of activists from across
the country converged on
Asheville to protest the industry
conference.The conference was
disrupted or protested by
activists even before it began and
almost every day it took place.

On May 25th, more than 1,000
people joined the March Against
Monsanto in Asheville, with a
vocal contingent protesting GE
trees. On May 28th, the largest
ever protest against GE trees
took place as hundreds of people
marched through the streets and
rallied outside the conference
hotel. A conference field trip on
May 29th was cancelled due to
the threat of protests. And on
May 30th, three activists were
arrested while blocking a confer-
ence bus headed to an exclusive
dinner at the Biltmore
Estate–known as the birthplace
of modern industrial forestry.

(Continued on pg. 15)

The effort to stop GE eucalyptus
trees really got going in 2010,
however, when the USDA
approved test plots across seven
southern states including over a
quarter of a million trees. This
led to a lawsuit by Global Justice
Ecology Project, Center for Food
Safety, Center for Biological
Diversity, Sierra Club and
Dogwood Alliance.

“GE tree company ArborGen has
publicly stated that they want to
be the next Monsanto,” stated
Tom Llewellen of the REAL
Cooperative. “Many Monsanto
employees have gone to work at
ArborGen, including many of
their executive staff. Monsanto
was even an early partner in the
forest biotechnology venture that
later became ArborGen.”

The development of GE trees for
the production of electricity and
liquid fuel is also being opposed
due to the dramatic increases in
deforestation and displacement
of forest dependent peoples it
will cause around the world.

“We know that GE trees will be a
disaster for forests and biodiversi-
ty,” said Asheville, NC-based Laura
Sorensen, one of the demonstra-
tors arrested for disrupting the
Tree Biotechnology conference
last May. “With predictions of
worsening extreme weather in
our region due to climate
change, the last thing we need is
highly flammable and invasive
plantations of water-hungry 
eucalyptus trees that will only
make the problem worse. I see
no future in this for my grand-
children.”

Biologist Dr. Rachel Smolker, a
member of the Steering
Committee of the Campaign to
STOP GE Trees further points
out,“GE food crops have already
taught us some lessons about
unanticipated problems…includ-
ing failure of engineered traits to
be expressed consistently, cross-
contamination with wild rela-
tives and evolution of resistant
weeds and pests. Nature is
messy and unpredictable. Things
do not happen ‘out there’ as they
do in test tubes in sterile-con-
trolled laboratory settings.
Genetic manipulation of trees
raises particular problems
because trees live for a long
time, undergo many physiologi-
cal changes over their life span,
and respond to changes in the
environment. Once they run
amok, there will be no chance of
going back.”

Keith Brunner, of Global Justice
Ecology Project, one of the mem-
bers of this fall’s organizing tour
against GE trees explained its
importance. “The U.S. South is
on

the front lines of the fight to
stop GE trees. ArborGen wants
their GE eucalyptus trees grow-
ing in plantations across the
region, but GE trees are not yet
legal. This is still one fight we
can win–one disaster we can
stop before it’s too late. And if
we stop them here, we can 
prevent the disaster of GE trees
from being exported around the
world.”

About the negative reaction of
university campuses in Florida,
Ruddy Turnstone, of Everglades
Earth First! points out,“with so
much activity building to stop
genetically engineered trees, it is
no surprise that industry is react-
ing. The GE trees event cancella-
tion at the University of Florida
in late-October was a pathetic
attempt to stifle growing dissent
against GE trees by an industry
which is flailing amid major pub-
lic opposition. Last April, the
USDA received comments at the
rate of nearly 10,000 to one
opposing GE trees.

One month later, the largest ever
protest against GE trees was held
at an industry conference in
Asheville, NC. Opposition is
building and the GE trees indus-
try is clearly nervous about it.”
In September, the Center for
Food Safety put out a new report
detailing these potential threats
titled,“Genetically Engineered
Trees:The New Frontier of
Biotechnology.” You can find
this report on their website at
centerforfoodsafety.org.

To get more involved in the
Campaign to STOP GE Trees, 
go to nogetrees.org

Rebecca Goodman and John
Peck at a Ban Monsanto Rally
at Wisconsin State Capitol.
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